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2 foam or paper plates
Glue or stapler, scissors
gray and green paint, (paint brushes), crayons or markers
1 brass brad
small piece of white poster board
black construction paper

Tomb Instructions:
1. Cut the bottoms off both plates and then glue/staple them together so that they can stand up.
2. Cut a door in the front of the tomb.

3. Paint/color the front of the tomb gray. You could put some green grass at the bottom

4. On a piece of black construction paper that is cut in a half circle a little smaller than the paper plate, write the
words “He is Risen!” in white crayon. Line the back “wall” of the tomb with the piece of paper.

5. Once the paint is dry, cut out a circular “stone” out of poster board, color it gray, and attach it to the tomb with
a brad. When you roll the stone away, you can see the words “He is Risen” written inside the tomb!

•

Construction paper, white copy paper
• Yellow paint, markers or crayons

1. In the middle of a piece of paper make a sun with yellow hand prints
2. Cut a green hill out of a piece of construction paper and glue it to the bottom of the page.
3. Cut out or draw a cross in the middle of the sun.
4. Write ‘He is Risen’ across the top.
5. Glue onto a piece of construction paper to frame it.

•

Construction paper, scissors, glue, a brad & a marker

1. Cut Tomb (lg half circle) & Stone (lg. Circle) out of the same color paper.
2. Cut black half circle to be tomb opening. Glue to bottom, middle of tomb piece.
3. Glue tomb to full size piece of construction paper
4. Attach stone on the side with a brad.
5. Cut out a cross, glue to top, side of tomb (opposite side that the stone rolls away).
6. Write ‘He is Risen” on other top, side of tomb

